ABSTRACT The problem of data reconstruction with partly sampled elements under a tensor structure, which is referred to as tensor completion, is addressed in this paper. The properties of the rank-1 tensor train decomposition and the tensor Kronecker decomposition are introduced at first, and then the tensor Kronecker rank as well as Kronecker rank-1 tensor train decomposition are defined. The general tensor completion idea is presented following the criterion of minimizing the number of Kronecker rank-1 tensors, which is relaxed to the thresholding problem and the solution is derived. Furthermore, the number of Kronecker rank-1 tensors that the proposed algorithm can retrieve and its complexity order are analyzed. Computer simulations are carried out on real visual data sets and demonstrate that our method yields a superior performance over the state-of-the-art approaches in terms of recovery accuracy and/or computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparsity is a common information used in various fields such as user interest prediction [1] , signal restoration [2] , gene categorization [3] , face modeling [4] , image/video compressive sensing [5] , [6] and inpainting [7] , [8] . The problem of data recovery from a sparse sample under a tensor structure, which is referred to as tensor completion, is tackled in this article. Tensor completion is an important problem which has drawn increasing attention in the recent decade, and is widely used in many science and engineering problems such as data mining [9] , machine learning [10] , hyperspectral imaging [11] , computer vision, parameter estimation [12] , remote sensing [13] and visual data recovery [14] , [15] .
It is well known that the sparsity or low-rankness of a matrix can be rationally measured by the number of nonzero entries or nonzero singular values. Such sparsity measures have been shown to be helpful to finely encode the data sparsity in applications such as matrix completion, which minimize the rank or summation of singular values for recovering the elements of the matrix that are not observed [16] , [17] .
However, when data from many real world applications follow a multi-way or multi-dimensional structure, these matrix rank based methods might not be applicable. Therefore, the tensor rank optimization schemes are proposed. This tensor rank minimization problem can then be further relaxed to a low-n-rank tensor recovery problem, which first unfolds an R-dimensional (R-D) tensor to R matrices along the R dimensions and then minimizes the sum of the ranks or singular values of all the matrices for data recovery [18] , [19] . However, this type of methods may fail to exploit the tensor structure with the unfolding operations and thereby leads to a suboptimal result [20] .
In order to make a better use of the tensor structure, several methods based on different types of tensor decompositions are suggested. Some researchers propose to minimize the number of minimum rank-1 tensors from the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition [21] , [22] for completion. Many methods based on the CP decomposition [23] - [25] are proposed, which provide a satisfactory performance even in high missing rate. However, the CP decomposition is very costly and suffers from the illposedness property [26] in some cases. Other researchers, on the other hand, minimize the Tucker rank as the tensor rank from the Tucker decomposition and achieve good reconstruction results. However, these algorithms require the knowledge of tensor rank [27] [28] or a rank estimate according to some specific data model [29] therefore is only valid for some special applications. On the other hand, some researchers propose to calculate the Tucker ranks using optimization toolbox [30] and give good estimation performance, but it results in a much higher complexity comparing to the lown-rank type of methods [31] . Furthermore, inspired by the property of Fourier transform along the third dimension of a 3-D tensor, the Fourier domain singular value decomposition (SVD) or tensor-SVD (t-SVD) is proposed [32] . This method operates the 3-D tensor as a matrix thus the resulting algebra and analysis are very close to those of matrix [33] . However, when the number of dimensions is higher than 3, such approach will simply fold all the dimensions except the first two into the third dimension thus fails to make use of this higher-order structure or the low rankness implied in such high dimensional structure.
Recently, new types of tensor decomposition methods are proposed. In order to make use of the CP structure, a rank-1 Tensor Train (r1TT) decomposition is suggested to decompose a high dimensional tensor into a group of orthogonal rank-1 sub-tensors, which can be further represented by several vectors using rank-1 CP factorization. This approach is shown to be much faster than the CP decomposition [34] . Furthermore, the tensor Kronecker structure of the images is studied [35] and a decomposition algorithm is proposed for image compression. In this work, a new tensor completion approach making use of the advantages of Kronecker representation of tensor data as well as the fast r1TT decomposition method is proposed for the task of accurate and efficient tensor data reconstruction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the notations and the required definitions are presented. In Section III, our tensor recovery approaches are developed with analysis. Experimental results are provided in Section IV, and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
We first present the notations and preliminaries in this paper. Scalars, vectors, matrices and tensors are denoted by italic, bold lower-case, bold upper-case and bold calligraphic symbols, respectively. The transpose of a vector or matrix is written as T , and the i × i identity matrix is symbolized as I i . To refer to the (m 1 
where C C C (m 1 ,m 2 ,...,m P ,n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n Q ) = A A A (m 1 ,m 2 ,...,m P ) ·B B B (n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n Q ) . Now we go on to the definitions and preliminaries.
Definition 1:
l =1 K rl and k rl = 1, 2, . . . , K rl . This folding procedure in fact folds the r-th dimension of A A A into L dimensions, namely, the [r + (r − 1)L]-th to (rL)-th dimensions of the (LR)-D tensor B B B. Furthermore, we define the opposite operation of this L way folding as A A A = unfold (L) (B B B). Note that when R = 2, it becomes the general unfolding defined in [36] .
Reordering the dimensions of the (LR)-D tensor B B B as
Then for a given tensor A A A and pattern K, a new L-D tensor Q Q Q containing all the information of the R-D tensor A A A with a different structure can be created by B B B = fold (K) (A A A), C C C = P L {B B B} and Q Q Q = unfold (R) (C C C), and we write it as Q Q Q = str (K) (A A A) [35] .
where α f is the amplitude of the f -th term Q Q Q f and q T 1 q 1 = 1. This decomposition factorizes the tensor Q Q Q into F sub-tensors, and each sub-tensor can be further divided into
. Now we go on to define the Kronecker operation between tensors. By writing the tensor Kronecker product (TKP) [35] 
The L way Tensor Kronecker Decomposition (TKD) [35] 
where
The relationship between the TKD and CP decomposition with an example of R = 2, F = 1, L = 3 and K = [2, 2, 2; 2, 2, 2] T is shown in Figure 1 . Similar to the definition of CP rank, we define F as the Tensor Kronecker Rank (TKR).
Remark 1: By defining
is an image VOLUME 6, 2018 with the whole background information but smaller or lower 'resolution', and the minimum 'resolution' this procedure can achieve is K T L , the last row of the pattern K or the dimensions of A A A f ,L . Therefore, we name A A A f ,L as 'background tensor' and the remaining {A A A 1,l } L−1 l=1 as 'detail tensors'. Remark 2: When L = 2, (2) becomes the 'single Kronecker Tensor Decomposition (KTD)' defined in [37] :
Furthermore, in order to make use of the information of multiple patterns or 'background images', some researchers proposed to decompose the data tensor as 'multiple KTD' [38] :
where G is the pattern number,
is the matrix for the g-th pattern, and
Note that there are several types of methods to calculate (5) [38] . For each A A A g , it is compressed into several background tensors A A A f g ,2 together with detail tensors A A A f g ,1 . Therefore, the 'multiple KTD' method employs several types of background information of the original data tensor as well as the low rank characteristic, and is suitable for the problem of visual data recovery [38] . Now we show the relation between the 'multiple KTD' and L way TKD as follows. (2) can be written as:
Remark 3: By defining
This means that for a given L and K, once the TKD of A A A is appropriately calculated, we can generate the 'multiple KTD' (5) of A A A for at most L terms. In other words, at most L 'background' information can be computed from one single TKD decomposition, which is attractive. However, the calculation of this decomposition requires a CP decomposition of an L-D tensor, which is of high cost [34] . Therefore, we propose to apply the r1TT technique [34] for the decomposition (2) using the mapping relationship shown in Figure 1 as follows: Definition 4: A tensor A A A can be factorized according to (2) using the Kronecker rank-1 Tensor Train (Kr1TT) decomposition under a pattern K with the following steps:
Step 1: we can decompose the tensor Q Q Q into
. . , L, using the r1TT approach [34] as shown in Steps 2 to 4 as follows.
Step 2:
by stacking the last dimension of Q Q Q into the first one of Q L and the remaining dimensions of Q Q Q into the second one of Q L . Performing the SVD, we get
and notice that the vector q d L ,L−1 contains the information of the remaining dimensions, thus can be folded back to a tensor
Step 3:
Step 4:
Finally, we get (7). Folding all the vectors in (7) into R-D tensors by (3) and setting (2), and the number of sub-tensors or Kronecker rank-1 terms is
It is easy to show that all the sub-tensors are orthogonal to each other, that is,
= 0 for i = j and vec{} is the vectorization operation because there exists at least one orthogonal vector pairs vec{A A A i,l } and vec{A A A j,l }. Furthermore, when α f = 0 for f > P, the tensor is called low Kronecker tensor rank according to the Kr1TT decomposition with rank P.
Note that when L is sufficiently large, F in (11) will be a large number thus the maximum rank according to the Kr1TT decomposition is also large. In next section, we will propose to solve the tensor completion problem using this decomposition.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, the tensor recovery algorithm is derived. The task is to recover the R-D tensor X X X ∈ R M 1 ×M 2 ×···×M R given a finite number of observation M M M Ω Ω Ω where Ω Ω Ω being the set indicating the observed entries. Similar to the matrix based one, the tensor completion problem can be formulated as
The basic motivation here is to find a tensor such that it has low tensor rank and its entries over the sample set Ω Ω Ω are consistent with the available observations. For visual data, it is well known that the adjacent elements or pixels are related to each others, therefore we can represent the tensor rank by tensor Kronecker rank according to a pre-defined pattern
with the Kr1TT and CP decomposition
T . Now we go on to develop the steps of solving (13) .
A. TENSOR COMPLETION USING KRONECKER RANK-1 TENSOR TRAIN
Similar to [39] , we define two sets S r := {X X X |TKR(X X X ) ≤ r} and S c := {X X X |X X X Ω Ω Ω = M M M Ω Ω Ω } as the tensor rank constraint set and observation deviation constraint set, respectively, with r ≤ F where F is the maximum tensor Kronecker rank of the tensor X X X . Then the problem (13) can be changed into a common point finding problem between two sets: (16) can be calculated by alternating projection of a common point onto S r and S c as:
until convergence. Note that the solution for (18) is X X X
and Ω Ω Ω indicates the set of entries that are not observed. Therefore we mainly focus on solving (17) .
According to [39] , when L = 2, the projection of X X X / ∈ S r onto S r can be computed via truncated SVD of the matrix
are the r largest singular values. combining (14) and (15) we get
Similarly, for the general L > 2 case, we propose to perform the computation via truncated Kr1TT of the matrix X X X and get
However, in order to get the r largest tensor Kronecker terms, we need to first calculate all F = L l=2 D l terms according to Definition 2.7, which is highly inefficient. Therefore, the criterion
is used instead of the rank constraint with τ (x) = x when x > τ and 0 otherwise, where τ is the thresholding parameter [16] . It is worth noting that if 
B. ANALYSIS OF THE NUMBER OF RANK-1 TERMS
In this subsection, the maximum number of tensor Kronecker rank, or the maximum number of r in (20) , denoted as r max , is studied. Note that when τ = 0 in (21), we have r = F for (20) and (21) . We have the following lemma.
Lemma 1: The Kr1TT algorithm of the tensor X X X ∈ R M 1 ×M 2 ×···×M R can generate at most
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Step (10) is met.
Step
Step 6: Calculate X X X (k+1) using (18) . until a stopping criterion is reached.
Step 7: Output str (K T ) (X X X ) as recovery result. Kronecker rank-1 terms {X X X f } r max f =1 according to (20) or (21) with
and
are all prime numbers. To prove this lemma, we begin with proving some properties as follows.
Property 1: For an arbitrary tensor A A A ∈ R
. . , P, the number of sub-tensors that can be computed using the r1TT decomposition is
∈ R G 1 ×G 2 ×···×G P ×G P+1 , the number of rank-1 sub-tensors this decomposition can obtain is r P+1 = D P+1 r P .
Property 2: Following the definition in Property 1 and set G P ≥ G P−1 ≥ · · · ≥ G 1 ≥ 1 to get an r P . Furthermore, assume that there exist another arbitrary tensor A A A ∈ R G 1 ×G 2 ×···×G P with {G p } P p=1 being a full permutation of {G p } P p=1 defined in Property 1 but in a different order, r P ≥ r P always holds.
Proof: When P = 2, we have r 2 = r 2 and the property holds.
For P ≥ 3, assume that the property holds for P − 1 but not P, which is, r P−1 ≥ r P−1 but r P < r P defined as in Property 1. Then we have two cases: G P = G P and
Case 1: For G P = G P , we have D P = D P and r P+1 = D P r P−1 < r P = D P r P−1 , thus r P−1 < r P−1 which is contradicted to the assumption.
Case 2:
. . , P according to (24) , and (26) where
. Eventually, we get r P ≥ r P . We can repeat this process and finally get G P = G P , which is the first case and the assumption is violated, thus Property 2 is proved.
This property means that among all the P-D tensors that have the lengths of the dimensions being non-repeatedly selected from the set {G p } P p=1 , a maximum possible number of Kronecker rank-1 terms is generated when the tensor follows the structure A A A ∈ R G 1 ×G 2 ×···×G P with G P ≥ G P−1 ≥ · · · ≥ G 1 ≥ 1, therefore this maximum possible number is written as r P,max . Similarly, we have r P+1,max = D P+1 r P,max . and G P+1 ≥ G P ≥ · · · ≥ G 1 ≥ 1, according to Property 2, we have r max,P+1 = r P+1 ≥ r P+1 thus r max,P+1 ≥ r max,P , which means that if the total number of elements of the data tensor is constrained as N t = P p=1 G p , folding it into the (P + 1)-D tensor A A A will enlarge the maximum number of Kronecker rank-1 terms comparing to the P-D tensor A A A.
Property 3: Following the definition in Property 2 and assuming that there exist another arbitrary tensor
Remark 5: If G i+1 = G i for i ≥ 1 and G 1 = 1, we have r max,P+1 = r max,P . Therefore, in order to get as many rank-1 terms as possible, it is suggested to select the G P ≥ G P−1 ≥ · · · ≥ G 1 as all prime numbers, and then the number P is named as the maximum number of dimensions that N t = P p=1 G p elements can be spanned or folded into.
Remark 6: Following the definition in Remark 5, an arbi-
Furthermore, the maximum of L, denoted as L max , is found when all G p r ,r are prime numbers.
There are several types of methods to construct this tensor A A A and here we present one of them, which is,
] and G r = [G 1,r , G 2,r , . . . , G P r ] for r = 1, 2, . . . , R. Furthermore, considering a matrix K = JK where J ∈ Z L×L is the sparse selection matrix with one and only one 1 along each row and column and 0 elsewhere, the tensor A A A = str (K ) (X X X ) also meets the requirement in Remark 6. Among all the possible matrices K , the one that folds the tensor X X X into the P-D tensor A A A max = str (K max 
gives the maximum possible rank-1 terms using Kr1TT decomposition and thus is written as r max according to Property 2. Furthermore, as the total number of elements is
are all prime numbers, such structure gives the maximum possible Kronecker rank-1 terms comparing to all other folding structures with l < L max , that is, for any pattern K l =∈ Z l×R and A A A l = str (K l ) (X X X ), the maximum possible Kronecker rank-1 terms using the Kr1TT approach is r max and Lemma 1 is proved.
It is worth noting that although r max can be obtained accordingly, the pattern matrix K is not unique. For example, when R = 2 and M 1 = M 2 = 4, we have K max = [2, 2, 1, 1; 1, 1, 2, 2] T that gives r max = 2 × 2 × 2 = 8. However, K = [1, 2, 2; 2, 1, 2] T will lead to a tensor A A A = str (K ) (X X X ) which can be at most factorized into 4 × 2 = 8 rank-1 terms according to (7) , thus also giving 8 Kronekcer rank-1 sub-tensors.
C. DISCUSSION OF PATTERN SELECTION
It is shown in Remark 2.3.3 that in order to get as many as different types of 'resolutions' or background information the pattern K ∈ Z L×R for the Kr1TT decomposition should be defined with a large L. This is also supported by Property 3. However, as L increases, the number of SVDs to be performed increases, and the complexity of the TC-Kr1TT algorithm will also increase.
In this article, we propose to follow the idea in [35] and set the pattern
to recover an image of dimensions 64 × 64 × 3, a K = [2, 2, 16; 2, 2, 16; 1, 1, 3] T could be used, and the TC-Kr1TT method will recover the image with 3 different resolutions, namely, 16×16×3, 32×32×3 and 64×64×3. Note that this procedure is also shown to be efficient for generating a large number of Kronecker rank-1 terms according to Property 2.
D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is evaluated. As the major part of complexity comes from the SVDs in (21), we mainly analyze the number of flops of this process. Assume the tensor to be recovered is
In the first layer, or Step 2 of Algorithm 1, the tensor is folded into an
l for each sub-tensor, and the maximum total number of sub-tensors is
However, thanks to the thresholding parameter τ in Figure 2 , the number of sub-tensors T l,2 in each layer can be reduced greatly.
According to Section III-C, the pattern with
j=1 N j is usually suggested. In this case, the complexity order of each SVD in the l-th layer becomes
) except the first layer and κ is a constant. In the l-th layer, the maximum total number of sub-tensors to be decomposed using SVD according to Step 
. . , L − 1. Therefore, the maximum total complexity of the whole layer is (27) thus the total complexity order for all the layers in each iteration is not larger than
It is worth mentioning that the technique of reducing τ iteratively by τ ← τρ with a ρ ∈ (0, 1) [16] can be adopted to balance the accuracy of tensor data recovery and computational complexity. In this case, the τ for the first number of iterations is usually large thus can help reducing the complexity and speeding up the process.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct several experiments based on image and video data, and experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Kr1TT scheme over the state-of-the-art tensor recovery approaches.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The problem of visual data completion is tackled. For the image recovery problem, six images, namely, 'Lena', 'Giant', 'House', 'Pencils', 'Peppers' and 'Baboon', are used, and two situations of sampling or missing, namely, random sampling and row sampling, are employed. These images and typical examples of these two sampling methods of the 'Lena' image with 50% observed entries are shown in Figure 3 (upper two rows). On the other hand, the 'Basketball(B)' [32] and 'Gun Shooting(G)' [40] [41] video of dimensions 144 × 256 × 40 and 100 × 260 × 3 × 80, respectively, are employed for video inpainting problem, and the first and last frames of these two videos are shown in Figure 3 (bottom two rows).
The proposed methods are compared with KTD with both the orthogonal patterns ('KTD-orth') [37] and non-negative patterns ('KTD-nn') [38] , CP Weighted OPTimization ('CP-WOPT') [25] , smooth PARAFAC tensor completion with quadratic variation ('SPC-QV') [24] , tensor completion via tensor singular value decomposition ('t-SVD') [32] , and the Fixed point Low Rank Tensor Recovery ('FP-LRTC') [19] in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) combined with the structural similarity index (SSIM) [42] . PSNR is most commonly used to measure the quality of reconstruction of image and videos and a higher PSNR generally indicates that the reconstruction is of higher quality, while the SSIM is used for measuring the similarity between the original data and the recovered one. All results are based on an average of 100 Monte Carlo trials.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the first test, the convergence of the proposed algorithm is analyzed. The 'Lena' image of dimensions 256 × 256 × 3 under 30% observed entries are used and four different patterns as decreases, and the original image is decomposed into smaller Kronecker parts, therefore the more Kr1TT terms can be achieved according to Section III-B. It is shown that for a larger L, the proposed method gives a better performance but requires more iterations to converge. Furthermore, comparing the results under patterns K 4 and K 42 that share the same L, making the 'background image' larger will lead to a similar reconstruction performance but a smaller number of iterations to converge. The CPU times of the 'TC-Kr1TT-4', 'TC-Kr1TT-5', 'TC-Kr1TT-6' and 'TC-Kr1TT-42' methods are 2.01s, 4.18s, 13.33s and 8.88s for a total number of 100 iterations, indicating that when L increases with a same structure of 'detail tensor', which is 2 × 2 × 1 for the first 3 cases, the complexity increases, partly due to the reason that the total number of SVDs required for each iteration increases.
In the second test, the image recovery problem is tackled. The proposed algorithm is compared with 'KTD-orth', 'KTD-nn', 'CP-WOPT', 'SPC-QV', 't-SVD', and 'FP-LRTC' methods under 10% to 40% observed entries of all the images with dimensions 512 × 512 × 3. All the algorithm will terminate when ||X X X (k+1)
|| 2 2 < , where = 10 −6 is the tolerance, or a maximum of N iterations is reached, where N = 500 for 'SPC-QV' approach and N = 150 for the others. The patterns used for the 'TC-Kr1TT' approach are K 5 and K 6 in (30) and (31) , are considered for the 'KTD' based algorithms, and they are named as 'KTD-orth/nn-G' for G = 3 and 7. We set [38] . For all the thresholding based methods, including the 'KTD-orth', 't-SVD' and the proposed approaches, the τ and ρ are the same as those in the first test, while for the 'KTD-nn' and 'CP-WOPT' methods, as the unknown tensor rank R is required for the completion, we test all the results for R ∈ [1, 20] and select the best results only. Furthermore, we follow the default settings for 'SPC-QV' and 'FP-LRTC' methods suggested in [19] and [24] . The PSNR and SSIM results of all the methods for the 6 images as well as their average are shown in Figures 5 and 6 . It is shown that for small observation percentage, the 'SPC-QV' approach gives the best performance as it utilizes not only the lowrankness but also the smoothness [24] , and followed by the 'TC-Kr1TT-6' approach. When the ratio of the observed entries is sufficiently large, the 'KTD-nn-7' performs the best, followed by the 'TC-Kr1TT-6' approach. Note that according to Remark 2.3.3, the 'TC-Kr1TT-6' approach covers all the patterns of that the 'KTD-orth-3' and 'KTDnn-3' algorithms used, which partly explain the performance gain of the proposed method over the traditional one. The average computational complexities for all the algorithms are provided in Table 1 , which clearly indicates the higher efficiency of the proposed approach.
In the third experiment, we test the image recovery performance under the row sampling case. The proposed methods are compared with the 'KTD-orth-3', 'KTD-nn-7' and 'SPC-QV' approaches. Note that the 't-SVD' and 'FP-LRTC' methods fail to give reasonable results under the row sampling situation thus the results are not shown here. As this row sampling situation is more severe than the random sampling case, the pattern K 7 = [2 2 2 2 2 2 8; 2 2 2 2 2 2 8; 1 1 1 1 1 1 3] T is also used for the proposed method and named as 'TCKr1TT-7'. Furthermore, the maximum number of iterations for the 'SPC-QV' method and the others are increased to 1000 and 200. The other parameters are the same as those in previous test except τ = 0.2 P. The PSNR and SSIM results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 . We can see that the proposed 'Tc-Kr1TT-7' algorithm gives the best performance when the observation percentage is small, followed by the 'Tc-Kr1TT-6', 'SPC-QV', 'KTD-orth-3' and 'KTD-nn-7' approaches. The average running times of the 'TC-Kr1TT-6', 'TC-Kr1TT-7', 'SPC-QV', 'KTD-orth-3' and 'KTD-nn-7' methods are 46.01s, 41.82s, 100.64s, 86.90s and 75.60s, respectively, indicating the computational efficiency of the proposed approaches. A typical example of the completion results of the image 'peppers' under 20% observed entries is provided in Figure 9 , and it is shown that the proposed method can recover more details than the state-of-the-art methods when the sampling rate is small.
For video data, we test the video completion result based on the 'Basketball' and 'Gunshooting' videos and the results of the 'SPC-QV', 'KTD-orth', 'KTD-nn', 't-SVD' and the proposed methods are shown in The maximum numbers of iterations are 500 for the 'SPC-QV' algorithm and 150 for the others. Note that for video data, the smoothing factor in the 'SPC-QV' algorithm along the dimension of different frames is set to 0.5, which is the same value as that along the first and second dimensions as suggested in [24] . The other parameters are the same as those in Figure 9 except the τ = 0.1||M M M Ω Ω Ω || 2 for 'KTD-orth', 't-SVD' and the proposed methods. It is shown that the 'TC-Kr1TT' approach can achieve a similar recovery result of the 'SPC-QV' method with a much smaller computational complexity, and outperforms the other algorithms.
In the end, we test the performance of video inpainting under different number of frames used. The 'GunShooting' video with dimensions of 100 × 260 × 3 × N , where N is randomly selected from 20 to 80, is used. It is assumed that only 8 frames out of N original frames are fully observed randomly, and the remaining frames are highly missing with an observation percentage of 3%. Note that when the video size N increases, the ratio of the frames fully observed, 8/N , as well as the actual observation percentage of the whole video, (3 + 97 × 8/N )%, will both decrease, thus the PSNR and SSIM results of the recovered videos of all the algorithms might be degraded. The parameters are the same as those in the previous test with {N 1 , N 2 } being {1, 5}, {2, 10}, {3, 15} and {4, 20} for 20, 40, 60 and 80 frames, and the results of PSNR, SSIM and computational time are shown in Figure 10 . Furthermore, a typical example of 1 random selected frame of the completion results under a total number of 80 frames is provided in Figure 11 . As the actual ratio of observed entries increases, or the number of total frames decreases, the recovery accuracy of the 4-D data as well as the computational complexity increase for all the methods. When the ratio of observation percentage is sufficiently small, or the number of total frames is sufficiently large, the proposed method gives the best performances with moderate complexities comparing to the stateof-the-art ones, indicating the robustness of the proposed methods against this severe environment.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel tensor completion algorithm combining the ideas of tensor Kronecker and rank-1 tensor train decompositions is applied to image and video inpainting. The complexity order and number of rank-1 sub-tensors this factorization can retrieve are also given. Experimental results show that the proposed methods outperform the state-of-theart algorithms in terms of PSNR, SSIM and/or computational complexity under some circumstances.
